Abstract-In this paper, we propose a two-stage PCA algorithm to deal with the problem of target appearance changes in object tracking. Our method is based on particle filter framework and aims at building up a robust appearance model for the target. In the first-stage, PCA is applied on several templates collected before tracking to construct a low dimensional subspace for the targets. Correspondingly, in the later tracking, all particles will be projected into this subspace to calculate the weight of particles, as well as the location of the target by weighted sum of particles. In the second-stage, PCA is adopted to decompose the reconstruction error into orthogonal basis to find the basis with biggest variance which can best present the appearance changes. Correspondingly, we uses this basis to update the old subspace. Besides, a threshold is set to decide when to update which greatly reduce the numbers of update. The two stages work together to establish a robust appearance model making our tracking algorithm more robust. Experimental results on public video sequence demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Object tracking has wide application in video surveillance and man-machine interface. Many algorithms have been proposed up to now, but visual tracking sill confronts challenges, such as appearance variation due to changes by illumination, view angle, shape, and occlusion as well.
Object tracking models consist of two modules, one is motion model and the other is appearance model. The motion model is aimed to predict the possible states of an object and the usual algorithm is mean-shift, optical flow and particle filter algorithms. The TLD [1] uses mean-shift as tracker, while our method is based on particle filtering because of its non-linear, non-Gaussian, nonparametric characteristics which make this algorithm more state.
Appearance model is used to represent the target object. The appearance can be modeled by many features, such as color, intensity, texture etc. The calculation of color histogram is quick and easy, but is too simple to represent targets and can be easily affected by background. Recently, many researchers put their attention to intensity. An image can be totally described by intensity, but this kind of feature is redundant. So the biggest problem for the gray feature is to reduce the dimensions and remove redundancy. In [2] , the author used sparse to reduce the dimensions of the image and at the same time hold the the useful information as much as possible. He constructed a sparse complete dictionary for the holistic and local feature to represent target. In [3] , the author found a sparse matrix which satisfies Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) condition to decompose a image, then used the low dimensional positive and negative features to train a Bayes classifier. Except sparsification, David Ross [4] used PCA to construct a subspace for the target. The PCA consider a large number of redundant pixels as different dimensions and then find orthogonal basis which can eliminate correlation and at the same time highlight the differences between dimensions. In object tracking, this orthogonal basis can represent the target with the least error. David Ross also proposed an incremental learning to update the sample mean and eigenbasis to deal with pose changes in the tracking. In [5] , the author also used PCA to model appearance in the particle filter framework , and new basis is added to subspace by incremental PCA , disabled basis is removed during the tracking. Appearance model based on PCA has many advantages, such as, the eigenspace representation see the pixels different dimensions connected to each other, while other features treat the target as a set of independent pixels. In addition, this kind of algorithm is robust to light changes and noise, but sensitive to pose changes, so we can use incremental PCA to capture these changes and add new basis into original eigenspace. So in our paper ,we also use PCA to model appearance. But unlike [4] , [5] which achieved good results at the price of massive computation because of incremental PCA, they ignored the fact that appearance changes do not happen at every frame and sometime in several continuous frame the original subspace is total capable of correctly tracking targets. And when adding new basis, we do not have to directly calculate the new data, we can only focus on the differences between temples and new data.
In this work, we use two-stage PCA to build appearance model. The first-stage apply PCA to establish subspace for the target and the second-stage update the subspace by using PCA to analysis reconstruction error. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduce particle filter. Section III discuss the first-stage PCA and in the section IV we give the details of the second-stage PCA. Experiment is given in section V.
II. PARTICLE FILTER
Object tracking can be treated as a Bayesian filtering problem. The first step is to predict the state of current frame given all previous observations, this is a transfer of conditional probability based on Chapman-Kolmogorov equation . And the second step is to update the estimated state using the Bayes' rule. So Bayesian filtering filtering equations can be described as follows:
However the optimal Bayesian solution the posterior probability is very hard to calculate due to the recursion in the integral computation. So particle filter is proposed to approximately calculate the posterior probability whose core idea is replace integral operation with sample mean by randomly sampling posterior probability.
In particle filter in our paper, we use ) , ( . The calculation of weight is crucial to the estimation of state. In order to calculate weight, we need to construct robust appearance model for the target. In this paper, we choose gray feature and use PCA to reduce the dimensions.
III. THE FIRST-STAGE PCA
In our tracking framework, we apply PCA to module object appearance. A image can be totally describe by gray features, but this kind of feature is high dimensional and full of redundancy. As PCA is a classical and popular tool for data analysis, we use PCA to removing redundancy and find several main directions of data changes. The idea of PCA is coming from Karhunen-Loeve transform, which prove that the vector x can be approximately represented by orthogonal basis U. PCA find the subspace U by minimizing error
, where X is the training data .
In order to use the PCA, we change a image which is a matrix into a column vector
M is the dimension of th i frame , and also is the number of pixels. In the particle filter framework, we can collect several targets in the initial frames as training data
, N is number of temples.
The algorithm of PCA can be stated as:
1. Compute the mean u of data X.
2. Subtract the mean from X. , which is enough for the first several frames. In Figure 1 . (a) is the template and (b) is the corresponding eigenspace we establish using PCA.
When tracking target, for the particle
, we use Eq. (3) to calculate reconstruction error and Eq.4 to measure similarity between temple and particles which is weight of particle y .
Every particle gets its own weight by this way and finally we calculate weighted sum of all the particles and gain the location of object. 
FIGURE I. (A) IS THE TEMPLATE AND (B) IS CORRESPONDING EIGENVECTOR, WHICH MEANS WE CAN REPRESENT (A) USING (B)
WITH LEAST ERROR
IV. THE SECOND-STAGE PCA
The appearance of target is gradually changing as the tracking task progresses, therefore it is important to develop an efficient algorithm to update the eigenspace. The algorithms proposed in [5] need to calculate QR decomposition and SVD which lead to great computation and this algorithms need to be implemented at every several frames. Our algorithms aim to gradually construct a approximate complete orthogonal basis to represent the target by analyzing the reconstruction error to find the new basis. A. Reconstruction Error By Eq. (3) we can see that, the reconstruction error is the information that can not be represented by the eigenspace, which indicates that the new information we need to add to the old subspace is also in the reconstruction error. The Figure II shows the track result and corresponding reconstruction error.
And when we project the reconstruction error into the subspace, we can prove that:
in where I U U T  is unit matrix. Eq. (3) indicates that the residual e  is perpendicular to the subspace U, which motivates us that we can once again use PCA to find the eigenvectors of e  .
B. Apply PCA to Reconstruction Error
As the e  is perpendicular to the subspace U, so the eigenvector is also perpendicular to the subspace which can be added to the old subspace as the new basis. Our method use this way to process the new data and find the new basis. The the incremental PCA result of some frames can be shown in Figure 2 . In the figure, we track the 9 th frame, and the second row is the largest eigenvector of reconstruction error, which represents the direction of the appearance changes. So we can use this eigenvector to update the old subspace. || || e  return to the value around  , we also empty the buffer, because we see this situation as a emergency.
C. When to Update
We can notice that our worst situation, updating every five frames, is the same as the algorithm in [5] . So our algorithm is fast than the traditional ways. As for the accuracy of tracking, we can see in the following experiment results
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed visual tracker by comparing it with incremental visual tracker (IVT) in [5] . The experiment is implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 with opencv-2.4.11.
The first sequences is WOMEN, the results are shown in the Figure IV. , and from the picture we can see that in these sequences, the background is a little simple, but changes abruptly and greatly, especially between the 21 th and 44 th , the background changes from white to gray. Our algorithm can still capture the target exactly with four times update. At meanwhile, the algorithm in [5] will automatically updates for about 15 times(update every five frame).
The second sequences is WALKING MAN IN THE FRONT, the results of tracking is shown in the Figure V , the background of this sequences is more complicated, and view is further then the first sequences, which make the tracking more difficult. And during the man walking, his pose changes randomly. Although that our algorithm can exactly track the target and most importantly during the whole tracking, only update form three to five times, while the algorithm in [5] update around 20 times, our method save much time and at the same time keep the accuracy. We can see that after 80 th frame, the man starts to turn round, our algorithm capture this change and present it in the subspace. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we construct a object tracking model based on particle filter and apply PCA to model the appearance of target object and more importantly propose a novel incremental PCA which is simple and effective. This algorithm decomposes the residual data to find the new basis and only update at appropriate time. The experiment has showed the effectiveness of our method and far less update times compared to traditional incremental PCA.
The further study is about the
